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The pathological basis of semantic dementia
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Semantic dementia is a syndrome of progressive deterioration in semantic memory (knowledge of objects,
people, concepts and words). It falls within the clinical spectrum of frontotemporal dementia but its pathology
is yet to be studied systematically. This study included 18 consecutive post mortem cases meeting clinical criteria
for semantic dementia. Clinic records and diagnostic histopathology were available for all cases; structural
neuroimaging, neuropsychology and semi-quantitative histopathology/immunohistochemistry data were ana-
lysed where possible. The pathological diagnosis in a clear majority of cases was frontotemporal degeneration
with ubiquitin inclusions (n = 13). Eleven of these cases had characteristic motor neuron disease-type inclusions
in the dentate gyrus and cerebral cortex. Ubiquitin inclusions were found only in the inferior olivary nucleus in
the other two, one of which was the only case to show degeneration of motor tracts and also to have shown
evidence of motor neuron disease during life. None of the patients had motor symptoms or signs at presenta-
tion. A family history of motor neuron disease was documented in one case. Pick body-positive Pick’s disease
appeared three times. Two cases had Alzheimer’s disease and significant coincidental Alzheimer-type patho-
logy was also found in one of the ubiquitin inclusion cases. One of the Alzheimer’s disease patients had changes
in white matter signal on scanning, whereas all other scans showed cerebral atrophy only. Semi-quantitative
assessment of regional neuronal loss found that anterior and inferior temporal regions bore the brunt of disease
across all histopathological subtypes, usually on the left side, implicating this region in semantic processing.
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Introduction
The syndrome of semantic dementia is characterized by

progressive loss of conceptual knowledge, resulting in anomia,

impaired comprehension and speech that is fluent but empty

of content (Snowden et al., 1989; Hodges et al., 1992; Bozeat

et al., 2000). Word-based tests show clear deficits, but more

generalized impairment is apparent when non-verbal tests of

object or person knowledge are employed (Bozeat et al., 2000;

Thompson et al., 2004). Phonological and syntactic aspects

of language are relatively preserved, as are other cognitive

domains. On neuroimaging, semantic dementia is associated

with atrophy of the anterior temporal lobe involving particu-

larly polar, anterior parahippocampal and fusiform regions

including perirhinal cortex (Chan et al., 2001b; Galton et al.,

2001b; Davies et al., 2004). The atrophy is bilateral but

typically asymmetric and often more severe on the left.

The study of patients with semantic dementia has provided

unique insights into the organization and neural basis of

semantic memory as well as the impact of semantic dissolu-

tion on other cognitive processes (Garrard and Hodges, 2000;

Hodges and Miller, 2001). It is now widely considered to
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constitute one of the major clinical variants of frontotemporal

dementia (FTD) or frontotemporal lobar degeneration (Neary

et al., 1998; McKhann et al., 2001), yet despite an extensive

neuropsychological and neuroradiological literature (Hodges

et al., 1992; Mummery et al., 2000; Chan et al., 2001b; Galton

et al., 2001b) there have been few reports on the pathological

basis of the syndrome; and there has been no systematic

immunohistochemical study of consecutive autopsy cases.

A review of the published literature revealed 13 case descrip-

tions with neuropathology (Hodges et al., 1998). Features of

frontotemporal degeneration were present in all, i.e. focal

frontal and/or temporal atrophy with severe cortical neuronal

loss in the absence of significant inflammatory or vascular

pathology. Microscopy in some cases showed classical tau-

containing Pick bodies; others lacked distinctive histo-

pathological features. None had the pathology of Alzheimer’s

disease. A more recent paper described three semantic

dementia patients with inclusions containing the protein ubi-

quitin, two of which had been reported previously under the

rubric of frontotemporal degeneration lacking distinctive his-

topathological features (Rossor et al., 2000). Such ubiquitin-

positive (tau-negative, a-synuclein-negative) inclusions are

typically found in motor neuron disease (MND) or in cases

where cognitive-behavioural features of FTD occur with

motor neuron signs (FTD–MND) (Hudson, 1981; Wightman

et al., 1992). They are also seen in dementia cases, such as

those described by Rossor (Rossor et al., 2000), without in vivo

evidence of MND (Jackson et al., 1996). Such cases may be

termed motor neuron disease inclusion dementia (MNDID).

The primary aim of this study was to examine the patho-

logical basis of semantic dementia in a large, unselected series

and specifically to test the hypothesis that MND-type

pathology might be its predominant cause. A secondary goal,

assuming a degree of pathological heterogeneity in the sam-

ple, was to evaluate ante mortem data for features potentially

useful in predicting pathology. A final purpose, with reference

to the in vivo neuroanatomical literature on semantic demen-

tia, was to assess the distribution of pathology. Nine of the

18 cases described were reported in the context of a recent

large FTD clinico-pathological study (Hodges et al., 2004).

Entry criteria for that study (diagnosis within the pathological

spectrum of FTD), however, differed and no attempt

was made to quantify the distribution of histopathological

changes or to examine individual clinical features predictive

of pathology in semantic dementia.

Methods
Cases were obtained from two neuropathological series of dementia

patients in Cambridge, England and Sydney, Australia. Both series

were collected as a part of multidisciplinary research programmes

closely linked to specialist tertiary referral dementia clinics serving

similar catchments. The effort at both centres to enrol patients with

young onset and atypical dementias into brain donor programmes

yielded a 90% success rate for obtaining declarations of intent during

life. The provision of on-call services by the brain banks ensured that

tissue donation occurred in virtually 100% of these cases. Over a

12-year period (1992–2004), similar numbers of cases were collected

at the two centres (Cambridge 156, Sydney 168). The longstanding

interest in semantic dementia at Cambridge is reflected in the

discrepancy between semantic dementia case numbers at the two

centres (Cambridge n = 16, Sydney n = 2).

The research programmes were approved by the Human Ethics

Committees of the Universities of Sydney and New South Wales and

the Addenbrooke’s Hospital Local Research Ethics Committee. Nine

of the cases were reported in two recent Sydney–Cambridge clinico-

pathological publications (Hodges et al., 2003, 2004). Case 12 was

also the subject of a quantitative pathological study (Harasty et al.,

1996). Other cases have appeared in a range of clinical and neuro-

psychological papers (Bozeat et al., 2000; Galton et al., 2001a, b;

Thompson et al., 2004). Cases 1, 11 and 15 were described in the first

paper from Cambridge on semantic dementia (Hodges et al., 1992).

Clinical features
All cases fulfilled clinical criteria for semantic dementia in accord-

ance with the 1998 international consensus (Neary et al., 1998;

McKhann et al., 2001). In brief, all had progressive impairment of

the semantic basis of language and evidence of an associative agnosia

with sparing of other aspects of cognition.

Demographic details and information on symptom duration were

available in all cases. A review of the records was undertaken to

ascertain the presence or the absence of behavioural and motor

symptoms. The conjecture was that these features might point away

from Alzheimer pathology or towards MND pathology. MRI scans

were available in 10 cases. More recent cases were scanned near

the time of presentation; some older cases were scanned later in

their clinical course (longest delay from presentation 5.9 years,

mean delay 1.8 years).

Most of the cases had been studied extensively from a neuropsy-

chological perspective, with a wide range of standard and experi-

mental tests of semantic function and other aspects of cognition.

The core tests performed within one year of presentation in 12 out

of the 18 cases consisted of Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)

(Folstein et al., 1975), copy and delayed recall of the Rey-Osterieth

figure (Osterrieth, 1944), the Test for the Reception of Grammar

(Bishop, 1989), digit span and letter-based verbal fluency (FAS).

Subtests from the Cambridge semantic battery used were category

fluency (for animals), naming line drawings, within category word-

to-picture matching (Hodges et al., 1992; Hodges and Patterson,

1995) and the picture version of ‘Pyramids and Palm Trees’, a test

of associative semantic knowledge (Howard and Patterson, 1992).

Pathology
In Sydney, the entire brain was retrieved within 24 h of death and

fixed by suspension in 15% buffered formalin for 2 weeks. In

Cambridge, different approaches had been adopted over the decade

of brain collection. In nine cases, autopsies were performed within

48 h, and the cerebrum bisected with one half fixed in 10% buffered

formalin (the left hemisphere in seven out of eight cases) and the

other half snap frozen. In the remainder, the cerebrum was whole-

fixed in 10% buffered formalin for 1–2 months. The weight of the

fresh brain specimen was measured in all cases.

The cerebrum was either embedded in agar and cut into 3 mm

coronal slices using a rotary slicer (n = 2 Sydney; n = 5 Cambridge),

or hand-cut coronally into 5 mm slices (other Cambridge cases,

including all those where only one hemisphere was fixed). Each slice
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was photographed (Fig. 1) and printed at ·1 magnification for the

assessment of gross atrophy. Macroscopic atrophy was rated with

staging points corresponding to worsening atrophy from 1 to 4

ascribed to each lobar region of the coronal brain slice (i.e. frontal,

anterior temporal and posterior temporal) (Broe et al., 2003).

Histopathological diagnostic protocols were standardized

between centres for the study. Tissue blocks were taken from the

frontal (Brodmann area 6 or 46), temporal (areas 21 and 22), parietal

(area 39 or 40), occipital (areas 17 and 18) and anterior cingulate

(area 24) cortices, as well as from anterior medial temporal lobe

(immediately posterior to the amygdala), hippocampus at the

level of the lateral geniculate nucleus, midbrain, pons, medulla

oblongata and cerebellum. These were embedded in paraffin and

sectioned at 10 mm. Spinal cord sections were, unfortunately, not

available. Sections from all regions were stained for routine screening

using current diagnostic protocols (Lantos and Papp, 1994; McKeith

et al., 1996; Mirra, 1997; Dickson, 1999; Hodges et al., 2004).

A diagnostic category was reached for each case based on the

occurrence of specificmicroscopic lesions. The presence of Alzheimer-

type neurofibrillary lesions was quantified by means of the Braak

protocol (Braak and Braak, 1991). Other specific lesions sought were

Pick bodies, Pick cells, glial tau pathology, cytoplasmic ubiquitin

inclusions (MND inclusions), intranuclear ubiquitin inclusions

(associated with familialMND), ubiquitinated neurites, neurofilament

inclusions and Lewy bodies.

In contrast to the basic diagnostic sections, processed at either

centre over several years, sections for semi-quantitative assessment

from 12 cases were prepared together in one laboratory (Sydney).

Emphasis was placed on staining the histopathological features

of frontotemporal degeneration: sections were prepared with

haematoxylin and eosin,modifiedBielschowsky silver stain, ubiquitin

antibodies (Z0458, Dako, Glostrup, Denmark, diluted 1:200), tau

antibodies (T5530, Sigma, St Louis, MO, diluted 1:10 000), a-synuclein

antibodies (18-0215, Zymed Laboratories, San Francisco, CA, diluted

1:200) and neurofilament antibodies (2F11, Dako, diluted 1:250,

antigen retrieval by microwaving in 0.01M Tris for 10 min). Blocks

examined were frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital cortices,

anterior medial temporal lobe (anterior CA1, entorhinal cortex

and perirhinal cortex), posterior medial temporal lobe [dentate

gyrus, cornu ammonis subdivision 1 (CA1), posterior parahippo-

campal cortex], midbrain (substantia nigra), pons, medulla

oblongata (hypoglossal nucleus) and cerebellum.

The distribution and severity of neuronal loss and inclusion

pathology were determined in a semi-quantitative manner using a

four-point scale (0 = normal, +++ = most abnormal) (Mirra, 1997).

In accordance with the Consortium to Establish a Registry for

Alzheimer’s Disease protocol, the degree of abnormality in cortical

regions, including CA divisions of the hippocampus, was judged

by comparison with standard photographs (Mirra, 1997). For

circumscribed structures (dentate gyrus and brainstem nuclei), the

scale was as follows: 0 = no inclusions, + = 1–2 inclusions per ·100
power field, ++ = 3–5 inclusions per ·100 power field, +++ = more

than 5 inclusions per ·100 power field. Neuronal loss was judged

visually: 0 = no cell loss, + = mild cell loss (typically, lamina II

spongiosis), ++ = definite cell loss across laminae, +++ = devastation

of laminar pattern with few neurons remaining. The most severely

affected field of each section was selected for quantification.

Analyses
Data were analysed according to pathological diagnosis. Where

numbers allowed, statistical analyses were performed using t-tests,

with Bonferroni correction when applicable, Wilcoxon signed rank

test and Spearman’s ranked correlation coefficient. Statistical

analyses were performed using the SPSS 10.0 statistical package

(SPSS, Chicago, IL) and Microsoft Excel.

Results
Clinical features
Demographic and clinical variables are summarized in

Tables 1 and 2. The series included 10 men and 8 women.

Mean age at symptom onset was 58.3 years (SD 7.0 years) and

the mean age at death, 67.7 years (SD 6.6 years). Mean length

of illness from symptom onset to death was 9.3 years

(SD 4.5 years, range 2.3–19.5). There was an account of a first

degree relative with cognitive or behavioural problems in

three semantic dementia cases (17%). The brother of one

patient (Case 6) had suffered from MND.

General semantic impairment was necessarily present in all

cases. Behavioural disturbance was present in eight cases,

consisting of disinhibition, apathy, reduced empathy or ste-

reotypic behaviour (Table 1). Motor problems occurred infre-

quently. No patient had extrapyramidal motor features and

none had motor neuron signs at presentation. It should be

noted however that, once global dementia supervened,

patients were typically not seen in the clinic. Fortuitously,

one patient (Case 11) was assessed by a senior neurologist

(J. R. Hodges) 6 months before her death at the nursing home

where she resided; examination at this time showed no spe-

cific motor abnormalities. One patient developed walking

difficulty �1 year before death; clinical examination and

neurophysiological studies confirmed MND features

(Case 10). Another was noted to have dysphagia and dysphonia

in the ante mortem period but these were not fully

characterized (Case 7).

Fig. 1 Photograph of coronal brain slice anterior to temporal
stem showing frontotemporal atrophy with left temporal
emphasis (Case 8).
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Table 1 Summary of demographics, clinical features within 1 year of presentation and diagnostic pathology

Case
no.

Demographics Clinical features Pathological features

Sex Age at
death
(years)

Symptom
duration
(years)

Family
history

Early
behavioural
symptoms

Early motor
neuron signs

Diagnosis Location of
ubiquitin
inclusions

Motor system
pathology

Other
features

1 M 63 4.6 – – – MNDID DG, ION – Yesa

2 M 67 2.5 Yesb Yes – MNDID DG Slightc –
3 M 67 9.6 – – – MNDID DG – Yesd

4 M 75 8.9 – Yes – MNDID DG – –
5 F 63 9.6 Yese – – MNDID DG Slightc –
6 F 67 8.0 Yesf Yes – MNDID DG, ION Moderatec –
7 F 71 9.3 – Yes – MNDID DG, ION – –
8 M 73 19.5 – Yes –g MNDID DG – –
9 F 80 13.3 – – – MNDID DG, ION – –

10 M 61 10.0 Yesh Yes –i MNDID ION Severej –
11 F 67 14.2 – – –k MNDID DG, ION – –
12 F 68 2.3 – – – MNDID ION – –
13 M 70 4.7 – – – MNDID DG, ION Slightc –
14 M 50 9.9 – Yes – PiD – – –
15 F 73 7.3 – Yes – PiD – – Yesa

16 M 74 15.8 – – – PiD – – –
17 F 63 11.6 – – – AD – – –
18 M 66 6.0 – – – AD ION – Yesl

M, male; F, female; MNDID, motor neuron inclusion dementia; PiD, Pick’s disease; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; DG, dentate gyrus; ION,
inferior olivary nucleus; aincidental tumour deposit; bfather had progressive behavioural disturbance in later life attributed to ‘strokes’;
ccell loss in medullary motor nuclei; dco-existing Alzheimer pathology; efather said to have had multi-infarct dementia; fbrother
died of motor neuron disease; gdeveloped prominent dysphagia late in clinical course; hfather and uncle committed suicide;
ideveloped clinical and neurophysiological motor neuron signs late in history; jsevere degeneration of motor tracts; kformal
neurological examination performed six months before death; no motor neuron signs found; lwhite matter ischaemia, also
evident on MRI.

Table 2 Clinical data by pathological diagnosis

Overall MNDID Pick’s disease Alzheimer’s disease

Sex (M/F) 10/8 7/6 2/1 1/1
Demographics

Mean age at symptom onset (SD) 58.3 (7.0) 59.5 (5.8) 55.0 (12.8) 55.5 (6.4)
Mean length of history at death (SD) 9.3 (4.5) 9.0 (4.9) 11.0 (4.4) 8.8 (4.0)

Clinical features
Family history (%) 22 31 0 0
Early behaviour symptoms (%) 44 46 67 0
Early motor symptoms or signs (%) 0 0 0 0

Mean neuropsychological test scores (SD)
(MNDID = 9, PiD = 1, AD = 2);
Control cut-off quoted for each

MMSE (28) 22.1 (5.5) 23 (4.9) 23 17.5 (7.8)
Rey copy (30) 31.5 (4.9) 30.8 (5.5) 34 33.5 (3.6)
Rey recall (4) 11.9 (7.5) 12.2 (6.9) 21.5 5.5 (7.8)
Digits forward (5) 6.4 (1.2) 6.7 (1.2) 6 5.5 (0.7)
Digits backward (3) 4.0 (1.0) 4.2 (1.1) 4 3.0 (0)
TROG (76) 74.3 (5.7) 75.1 (6.0) 78 69 (1.4)
Letter fluency (30) 20.0 (8.1) 21.8 (7.8) 21 11.5 (7.8)
Animal fluency (17) 7.3 (4.0) 7.8 (4.1) 10 3.5 (2.1)
Naming (50) 18.6 (14.8) 17.2 (14.4) 39 14.5 (16.3)
Word-picture (46) 39.1 (8.6) 37 (9.0) 48 44 (1.4)
Picture PPT (49) 41.6 (7.7) 40.6 (8.6) 47 43.5 (3.5)

Age tested (SD) 61 (5.0) 60.3 (5.2) 68 60.5 (2.1)
Symptom duration at test(SD) 4.2 (3.2) 3.3 (2.6) 10 5 (4.2)

M, male; F, female; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; TROG, test of reception of grammar; PPT, Pyramids and Palm Trees; SD, standard
deviation; PiD, Pick’s disease; AD, Alzheimer’s disease.
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MRI findings were in keeping with published reports on

semantic dementia. All scans showed bilateral frontotemporal

lobar atrophy. Temporal atrophy was definitely more marked

than frontal atrophy in 5 of the 10 cases, and no case showed

worse frontal than temporal atrophy. Six scans showed a

left-sided emphasis to the disease, two had right-side predom-

inant atrophy and two had symmetrical appearances. One

MRI scan (Case 18) also showed diffuse increase in signal

throughout the white matter of both hemispheres in addition

to marked left temporal atrophy. No further abnormalities

were detected.

Neuropsychological tests scores are given in Table 2. As

expected, significant deficits were found in verbal and

non-verbal assessments of semantic ability. A mean MMSE

(Folstein et al., 1975) score of 22.1 reflected mild to moderate

dementia. Visuo-constructional performance and attention

[copy of the Rey figure (Osterrieth, 1944) and digit span]

were unimpaired but delayed recall of the Rey figure showed

mild impairment. Across the series, no significant correlation

was found between performance and age, symptom duration

or educational level.

Diagnostic pathology
Three pathological diagnoses were represented in the series

(Table 1). A total of 16 cases fell within the pathological

spectrum of frontotemporal degeneration; 13 had MNDID

and 3 had Pick body-positive Pick’s disease. Two cases had

Alzheimer’s disease.

The two cases of pure Alzheimer’s disease had severe tangle

deposition (Braak stages V and VI) and both had prominent

amyloid angiopathy with occasional microscopic infarcts

(Fig. 2A). Neither showed any non-Alzheimer’s disease

features on microscopy with the exception, in Case 18, of

ubiquitin-positive inclusions in the inferior olivary nucleus

(Fig. 2B). The three Pick’s disease cases had argyrophilic,

tau-positive Pick bodies predominantly in the granule cells

of the dentate gyrus (Fig. 2C) and occasional ballooned

achromatic neurons. In the remaining cases, tau and amyloid-

beta pathology was largely absent (median Braak stage I).

Tau-containing lesions suggestive of other pathological dia-

gnoses (e.g. cortico-basal degeneration and argyrophilic grain

disease) were also absent. Neurofilament immunohistochem-

istry was negative. No Lewy bodies were found in any case.

Case 11 showed two small foci of cystic infarction on the

right, one in the lentiform nucleus and the other in the pos-

terior parietal white matter. Evidence of neoplasia was seen

in two cases (neither had undergone MRI). Case 1 had a 4 cm

left posterior parafalcine meningioma deemed incidental

to the cognitive presentation. Case 15 had a small necrotic

focus (diameter 1.5 cm) in the left frontal lobe suggestive

of metastasis; a diagnosis of metastatic adenocarcinoma

had been made ante mortem in this patient. There was micro-

scopic evidence of very modest cerebrovascular changes in

10 cases (enlarged Virchow–Robin spaces with or without

arteriolosclerosis).

Turning to the largest diagnostic group, the ubiquitin

immunohistochemical findings were in keeping with previous

descriptions of FTD–MND andMNDID (Jackson et al., 1996;

Lowe and Leigh, 2002; Forman et al., 2004). All inclusions

were intracytoplasmic and, on the basis of light microscopy

appearances, not intranuclear. As expected, most cases were

found to have perikaryal inclusions (Fig. 2D) in the cells

of dentate gyrus (n = 11) and also had ubiquitin-positive

neurites (n = 8; Fig. 2E).

Although numerically dominant, the ubiquitin-inclusion

pathology group was not entirely homogeneous. Two

(Cases 10 and 12) lacked inclusions in the dentate gyrus

and cortex but were found to have inclusions in the inferior

olivary nucleus (Fig. 2F). Inferior olivary inclusions were also

found in 6 of the remaining 11 MNDID cases. Morphologic-

ally, the dentate inclusions were circumscribed whereas the

olivary inclusions had a more agglomerated form. Case 12,

previously reported by Harasty (1996), was also notable

for showing considerably less cell loss across cortical regions

than any of the other seven MNDID cases that underwent

semi-quantitative assessment (mild-to-moderate versus

severe). Case 10, by contrast, was the only case showing

impressive degeneration of motor cortical areas and cor-

ticospinal tracts. Both cases were grouped with the 11 typical

MNDID. Although the medullary motor nuclei were

examined across the series, the only instances of definite

cell loss were Cases 6 and 10. Three further MNDID cases

had equivocal loss of brainstemmotor neurons. Finally, Case 3

was unique in having MND inclusions with focally very

severe frontotemporal degeneration together with significant

Alzheimer pathology (Braak V). On balance, the severity

of the neuronal loss was more consistent with a primary

diagnosis of MNDID than Alzheimer’s disease.

In addition to the quantitative study of Case 12 (Harasty

et al., 1996), two recent clinico-pathological publications

included nine of the patients described here (Hodges et al.,

2003, 2004). These series reported on cases with pathology

from the frontotemporal degeneration spectrum. The current

study includes a further seven cases reaching autopsy after

2002 and the two Alzheimer’s disease cases. The nine semantic

dementia cases previously described consisted of four

MNDID cases, three with Pick’s disease and two with fronto-

temporal degeneration lacking distinctive immunohisto-

chemistry. The latter two cases require some explanation as

none in the current series were categorized in this way.

One was Case 12, who had a paucity of inclusions although

the presence of inferior olivary inclusions and widespread

ubiquitinated neurites was similar to the appearances of

Case 10 (the case with clinical MND). In Case 1, by contrast,

there were numerous ubiquitin inclusions visible on the sec-

tions through dentate gyrus prepared for this study which

simply did not appear in the section stained (by the

same protocol) in 1994 which were reviewed in 2002. The

remaining cortical blocks in Case 1 were difficult to assess

because of ice artefact resulting from an error at the time of

autopsy.
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Quantitative pathology
Post mortem coronal brain slice images were available for all

except Case 12. Mean post mortem brain weight was 1081 g

(SD178 g). Brainweight correlated negativelywith age at death

(r = �0.56, P = 0.025) and with stage of frontotemporal

atrophy (r = �0.58, P = 0.019) but showed no association

with other features. All cases showed atrophy of at least amod-

erate degree as indicated by stage. In the nine cases where

images of both hemispheres were available for comparison,

the left side was consistentlymore atrophic (median left frontal,

anterior temporal and posterior temporal stagings, 2, 3 and 3,

respectively; right, 1.5, 2 and 2, respectively). A significant cor-

relationwas foundbetweensymptomdurationandtheposterior

temporal staging(r=0.64,P=0.006)butnotbetween symptom

duration and either frontal or anterior temporal stagings. This

would be in keeping with very marked anterior temporal

Fig. 2 Photomicrographs showing diagnostic features. (A) (Case 18: haematoxylin and eosin) Congophilic angiopathy and cortical
ischaemia. (B) (Case 18: ubiquitin immunohistochemistry) Ubiquitin-positive inclusion in the inferior olivary nucleus in Alzheimer’s
disease. (C) (Case 16: tau immunohistochemistry) Pick bodies in the granule cells of the dentate gyrus. (D) (Case 5: ubiquitin
immunohistochemistry) Perikaryal MND inclusions in the dentate gyrus. (E) (Case 5: ubiquitin immunohistochemistry) Ubiquitin-positive
neurites in neocortex. (F) (Case 5: ubiquitin immunohistochemistry) Ubiquitin-positive inclusion in the inferior olivary nucleus
in MNDID.
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atrophy occurring even before the time of presentation and

progressive atrophy of the adjacent regions as the condition

worsens.

Staging scores could not readily be compared across lobes:

equivalent numerical staging need not imply equivalent

atrophy. As Fig. 1 shows, the scope for tissue loss in the

anterior temporal region is less and therefore, any given

stage implies less residual brain tissue at this site than

would be the case for the frontal and posterior temporal

regions. Comparison of relative anterior and posterior tem-

poral stages across disease groups, however, showed more

severe disease stage in posterior than anterior temporal

regions in both Alzheimer’s disease cases. This compares

with 1 of the 12 MNDID cases and 1 of the 3 Pick’s disease

cases and is consistent with the greater posterior than anterior

temporal volume loss previously shown in Alzheimer’s disease

(Chan et al., 2001a, b; Davies et al., 2004).

Semi-quantitative assessment of histopathology was per-

formed in 12 semantic dementia cases (8 MNDID, 3 Pick’s

disease and 1 Alzheimer’s disease). The distribution of neur-

onal inclusions and other histopathological lesions was

consistent with recognized patterns for the various disease

categories (Jackson et al., 1996; Dickson, 2001). Both Pick

bodies and ubiquitin-positive MND-inclusions are known

to have a predilection for the hippocampal dentate gyrus,

irrespective of clinical syndrome; both types of inclusion

were most numerous in the dentate gyrus in this series.

Dentate gyrus neurons, however, were well preserved.

Across the series, the distribution of themicroscopic abnor-

malities confirmed the involvement of the temporal lobe and,

in particular, the anteroinferior-medial temporal gyri (Fig. 3).

As predicted from recent volumetric MRI studies, the medial

temporal cortices showed severe neuronal loss (Davies et al.,

2004) with median score of 3 for perirhinal, entorhinal, pos-

terior parahippocampal and anterior CA1 (Fig. 4). The peri-

rhinal cortex achieved the worst rating most consistently (all

except Case 12). Across the series, marked cell loss was also

evident in other temporal regions, specifically temporal neo-

cortex (median 2.5), amygdala (2) and posterior CA1 (1.5).

Outside the temporal lobe, only mild neuronal loss was seen

in frontal cortex. This relative preservation of frontal neurons

parallels the macroscopic staging; cell loss has previously been

shown to correlate with stage (Schofield et al., 2003; Kersaitis

et al., 2004). Parietal cortex was largely preserved and no cell

loss was apparent in occipital cortex. Brainstem neurons,

including those of the medullary motor nuclei, were only

mildly reduced in density.

Prediction of diagnostic pathology
Demographic data were generally unhelpful in differentiating

pathological subgroups (Table 2); sex ratios were similar

Fig. 3 Photomicrographs showing severity of neuronal loss across temporal lobe regions, sections also showing occasional Pick cells
(Case 15: haematoxylin and eosin). (A) Superior temporal gyrus is well preserved, cortical laminae and columns are clearly visible.
(B) Middle temporal gyrus shows moderately severe cell loss. (C) Medial bank of the collateral sulcus shows extremely severe neuronal loss.
(D) Moderate neuronal loss in CA1.
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across pathological subgroups, as were the mean ages and rate

of progression (length of history). The broad symptom

categories evaluated were also of limited value. Behavioural

symptoms occurred in 6 of the 13 MNDID cases, 2 of the

3 Pick’s disease cases but neither of the Alzheimer’s disease

cases. Case 10, in whom clinical signs of MND were docu-

mented several years after presentation, did go onto a post

mortem diagnosis of MNDID. Case 7, in whom late bulbar

symptoms were described, also had MNDID. Conversely,

Case 11, who had no MND features even in the immediate

ante mortem period, also had MND-type pathology. Family

history was positive only inMNDID: two of the four consisted

of non-specific cognitive impairment in later life (relatives of

Cases 2 and 5). In Case 10, both father and uncle had com-

mitted suicide in mid-life. In Case 6, the patient’s brother had

succumbed to MND (without apparent dementia); further-

more, cell loss from the medullary motor nuclei in Case 6 was

second only to that seen in Case 10.

A further symptom that arose within a year of death in one

of the Alzheimer’s disease cases (Case 18) consisted of unusual

visual fixation behaviour. This abnormality was not fully

characterized but had similarities to the simultanagnosia

seen in Balint’s syndrome together with problems of low

level visual perception. The occurrence of this visuo-spatial

deficit in one of the two Alzheimer’s disease cases, rather

than in any of those with frontotemporal degeneration, is

consistent with the consensus that visuo-spatial problems

rarely occur in FTD (Neary et al., 1998; Hodges et al.,

2004). Case 18 was also the only instance of white matter

change; the scan appearances were presumably a consequence

of the prominent amyloid angiopathy later demonstrated on

microscopy. There was a suggestion that the Alzheimer’s dis-

ease cases had more diffuse atrophy affecting posterior as well

as anterior regions, in keeping with the post mortem posterior

staging data. All cases with symmetrical or predominantly

right-sided frontotemporal atrophy on scanning went on to

a diagnosis of MNDID.

Of the 12 patients in whom formal neuropsychological

testing had been performed, only one had Pick’s disease

and this patient’s high scores must be set against a high pre-

morbid level of function. The lower mean MMSE (Folstein

et al., 1975) score in the Alzheimer’s disease group may reflect

more diffuse impairment in that group, greater sensitivity

of the MMSE to Alzheimer’s disease or greater symptom

severity in the two Alzheimer’s disease cases. Name produc-

tion (picture naming, category fluency) was somewhat

more impaired than comprehension (word-picture match-

ing, Pyramids and Palm Trees) in the Alzheimer’s disease

cases in comparison with those having frontotemporal degen-

eration (Chertkow and Bub, 1990; Greene and Hodges, 1996).

Fig. 4 Median severity of neuronal loss across brain regions by pathological subtype (Pick’s disease, n = 3; Alzheimer’s disease n = 1;
MNDID; n = 8). (A) Hippocampal subregions. (B) Parahippocampal gyrus subregions. (C) Neocortical regions. (D) Brainstem regions.
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Discussion
Pathological diagnosis
This study demonstrates that the pathological lesion most

commonly associated with the clinical syndrome of semantic

dementia is the ubiquitin-positive, tau-negative intraneur-

onal inclusion characteristic of MND (Jackson et al., 1996).

MND inclusions in the dentate gyrus were the defining patho-

logy in 11 of the 18 consecutive cases in the series. Two further

cases, including the only semantic dementia case to date with

documented clinical MND, showed widespread ubiquitinated

neurites and ubiquitin-positive inclusions in the inferior

olivary nucleus without dentate gyrus inclusions.

Much less common than ubiquitin pathology was classical

Pick’s disease, found in three cases. No further frontotem-

poral degeneration subtypes were present; no semantic

dementia cases had corticobasal degeneration pathology,

argyrophilic grain disease or neurofilament inclusions

(Braak and Braak, 1998; Dickson, 1999; Cairns et al., 2003).

Unexpectedly, two semantic dementia cases had the patho-

logy of Alzheimer’s disease; one MNDID case also had signi-

ficant co-existing Alzheimer pathology. Alzheimer’s disease

pathology has not previously been reported in semantic

dementia. However, Alzheimer’s disease is very common

(Bachman et al., 1993) and semantic difficulties often follow

the early episodic memory impairment in the natural history

of Alzheimer’s disease (Hodges and Patterson, 1995). Atypical

cases of Alzheimer’s disease are also well documented. Galton

described nine such cases, two of whom had fluent progressive

aphasia reminiscent of semantic dementia, although the

presence of day-to-day memory difficulties and other cognitive

deficits at presentation meant that neither had been categor-

ized as semantic dementia (Galton et al., 2000). The absence

of Alzheimer’s disease pathology from the semantic dementia

literature may reflect publication bias as the finding goes

against conventional understanding that the terms semantic

dementia and temporal variant FTD are synonymous.

Descriptions of the semantic dementia syndrome, however,

are also absent from the vast literature on clinical presenta-

tions of Alzheimer’s disease, suggesting that such cases are

indeed very few. In addition, it could be argued that one of the

two Alzheimer’s disease cases here (Case 18) might have been

excluded, because of the prominent white matter abnormal-

ities on MRI although current criteria for semantic dementia

do not mandate the presence of focal temporal lobe atrophy

or the absence of other pathology (Neary et al., 1998;

McKhann et al., 2001). Removal of Case 18 would give a

series of 17 cases with the characteristic temporal atrophy and

leave Alzheimer’s disease as an even more rare cause of the

syndrome (1 of 17 versus 2 of 18).

Relationship between pathology in MND
and semantic dementia
Clinical descriptions of MND (or amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis) have traditionally emphasized the motor features.

Even in the nineteenth century, however, there were accounts

of personality changes in MND (Bak and Hodges, 2004), and

a subset of patients with frank dementia has more recently

beenrecognized(Nearyetal., 1990;Lomen-Hoerthetal., 2002).

The dementia typically consists of behavioural and language

deficits of the type seen in FTD, hence the designation

FTD–MND. There is also increasing awareness of the very

high frequency of subtle behavioural and/or linguistic deficits

among ‘classical’ MND cases (Rakowicz and Hodges, 1998;

Lomen-Hoerth et al., 2003). Furthermore, post mortem

findings in dementia cases without clinical evidence of

MND have been noted to show inclusions characteristic of

MND, hence MNDID (Jackson et al., 1996). Clinical assess-

ment of these patients in the ante mortem period has generally

been rather limited and the possibility that some might have

had subtle MND features cannot be discounted. Crucially,

however, MNDID specimens often show histopathological

sparing of motor structures.

Classical pathological descriptions of ‘motor’ MND

describe a shrunken, atrophic spinal cord with reduced num-

bers of myelinated fibres in the ventral roots and degeneration

of cortico-spinal tracts (Lowe and Leigh, 2002). Ubiquitin-

positive ‘MND inclusions’, corresponding to earlier descrip-

tions of hyaline bodies represent a frequent and specific

histopathological finding (Lowe and Leigh, 2002; Kovari

et al., 2004). They are found in lower motor neurons

(often displaying a skein-like conformation), cortical motor

neurons and granule cells of the dentate gyrus (often more

spherical in form). Intranuclear ubiquitin inclusions have

also been described in familial cases (Woulfe et al., 2001;

Mackenzie and Feldman, 2004).

All ubiquitin-immunopositive pathology cases listed in

this semantic dementia series manifested intracytoplasmic,

perikaryal not intranuclear, inclusions. In two cases, inclu-

sions were not identified at the most typical location, namely

the dentate gyrus. Both, however, along with six of the cases

with dentate gyrus inclusions had inclusions in the inferior

olivary nucleus of the medulla oblongata. The significance of

these lesions is uncertain. It has been suggested that olivary

deposits are non-specific, and possibly a feature of normal

ageing (Dickson et al., 1990; Kato et al., 1990), a point

reinforced by their presence in one of the Alzheimer’s disease

cases here. It is notable, however, that one of the two cases in

which olivary deposits were the only perikaryal inclusions

detected was also the only case with clinically proven

MND. Although certainly not a specific marker in patholo-

gical diagnosis, olivary inclusions detected in the absence of

more definite abnormalities may be a sensitive marker of

MND-type pathology. By analogy, in the wider pathological

spectrum of FTD, olivary inclusions positive for neurofila-

ment (and ubiquitin) have been described (Cairns et al.,

2003).

Ubiquitin is a protein involved in non-lysosomal degrada-

tion of abnormal and short-lived proteins (Bossy-Wetzel et al.,

2004). It conjugates protein aggregates in each of the major

neurodegenerative diseases and ubiquitin immunostaining

can be found in the brains of elderly persons without overt
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cognitive impairment (Garcia Gil et al., 2001; Kimura et al.,

2002). The question, therefore, arises of whether the ubiquitin

inclusions seen in semantic dementia are appropriately

designated MND inclusions. The occurrence of the semantic

dementia inclusions in the dentate gyrus, their morphology

and their immunohistochemical properties all suggest that the

designation is justified. Three positive observations from the

cases here also affirm the point: (i) the MNDID patient with a

family history of ‘motor’ MND; (ii) the MNDID case in

whom clinical MND was documented and (iii) motor system

pathology in 5 of the 13 MNDID cases. Crucially, all these

pointers to the semantic dementia/MND link arose only in

cases with ubiquitin inclusions and not with Pick’s disease or

Alzheimer’s disease.

Contrasting patterns of aphasia and the contrasting life

expectancy, however, draw a distinction between semantic

dementia and FTD–MND. The aphasia of FTD–MND is typ-

ically non-fluent in character (Bak et al., 2001; Lomen-Hoerth

et al., 2002; Bak and Hodges, 2004), whilst semantic dementia

is a syndrome of fluent aphasia. Furthermore, FTD–MND

is known to be associated with a markedly reduced life

expectancy in comparison with other clinical FTD subtypes,

including semantic dementia (Hodges et al., 2003). Here, the

MNDID cases had the same life expectancy as those with

Pick’s disease or Alzheimer’s disease; their average illness

duration of 10 years is considerably longer than reported

in classical MND. These disparities, however, may be explic-

able in terms of differing sites of pathology rather than distinct

pathogenetic processes. The temporal lobe focus of atrophy in

semantic dementia entails relative sparing of inferior frontal

regions with crucial roles in speech output and in non-

linguistic (vital) bulbar functions typically impaired in

FTD–MND. Interestingly, the clinical MND case in this series

had symptoms and signs in a spinal rather than bulbar dis-

tribution, the latter being more typical of FTD–MND. This

may be a further reflection of inferior frontal regions being

affected late in semantic dementia.

Regional pathology
Imaging studies consistently demonstrate anterior and

inferior temporal lobe involvement in semantic dementia

(Mummery et al., 2000; Chan et al., 2001b; Davies et al.,

2004). Recent reports following cerebral infarction, surgery

and herpes encephalitis have also implicated the inferior tem-

poral lobe in semantic processing (Schmolck et al., 2002; Tyler

et al., 2002; Sharp et al., 2004). Furthermore, some authors

argue that deficits analogous to the object-knowledge

impairments of semantic dementia occur when non-human

primates undergo experimental lesions at corresponding

locations (Murray and Richmond, 2001). Formal quantitative

histopathological studies in semantic dementia that include

neuronal densities are few, a single case report suggested

posterior temporal neuronal loss although only certain

regions had undergone stereological assessment (Harasty

et al., 1996). Semi-quantitative neuronal density data in

this study, however, confirm the anteroinferomedial temporal

focus for semantic dementia pathology predicted by the wider

literature. Specifically, the area most consistently achieving

the worst rating for neuronal loss was the perirhinal

cortex, occupying the inferior temporal pole, anterior

parahippocampal gyrus and fusiform gyrus. Temporal neo-

cortex was marginally better preserved. Anterior hippocampal

regions were worse affected than posterior, also as predicted

from in vivo imaging (Chan et al., 2001a, b; Davies et al.,

2004).

The data on the density of inclusion pathology proved

more difficult to interpret, partly because of the confounding

effect of the severe neuronal loss. Distribution of lesions was

in keeping with the recognized patterns in the specific dis-

eases. Although the neuronal loss at a given brain location

intuitively suggests loss of function (Harasty et al., 1996), the

same is not necessarily true of abnormal deposits, as shown by

the poor correlation between beta-amyloid deposits and cog-

nition in Alzheimer’s disease (Braak et al., 1989). MND inclu-

sions and Pick bodies both occur in the granule cells of the

dentate gyrus without obvious reduction in cell numbers.

Furthermore, there is no model that implicates the dentate

gyrus in semantic function.

Predicting pathological diagnosis in life
Although this is the largest pathological series of semantic

dementia reported to date, categories numbering

13 (MNDID), 3 (Pick’s disease) and 2 (Alzheimer’s disease)

are too small for statistical comparison. Despite this, provi-

sional comments on diagnosis are warranted. The case with

a family history of MND, for instance, should have been

placed in the MNDID category at presentation. Similarly,

the emergence of classical MND signs clearly pointed to

MND pathology.

Early behavioural symptoms were found in cases only with

frontotemporal degeneration (6 of the 13 MNDID and 2 of

the 3 Pick’s disease) and not in cases with Alzheimer’s

disease pathology. Behavioural disturbance with semantic

impairment might, therefore, point away from a diagnosis

of Alzheimer’s disease. Some time after presentation, one

Alzheimer’s disease patient (Case 18) developed visuo-spatial

impairment, a symptom that did not arise in any frontotem-

poral degeneration case in this series and that features among

FTD exclusion criteria (Neary et al., 1998; Hodges et al.,

2004). Age did not differ between the Alzheimer’s disease

and other cases despite the fact that Alzheimer’s disease

typically occurs in an older age group (Bachman et al., 1993;

Harvey, 2001).

Implications of the white matter abnormalities on scanning

in one of the Alzheimer’s disease cases have already been

discussed. The anterior temporal atrophy also seemed less

striking than the posterior in Alzheimer’s disease, consistent

with the post mortem staging data and with other in vivo

findings in clinically probable Alzheimer’s disease (Chan

et al., 2001b; Davies et al., 2004).
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Conclusions
Neurological symptoms and signs follow the anatomy of

damage and consistently the site of greatest damage in

semantic dementia is the anteroinferomedial temporal lobe.

Although progressive damage at this site may be caused by a

variety of pathological processes, the commonest by far is

MNDID. It may be inferred that the anteroinferior temporal

region forms a site of predilection for MND-type pathology.

Reasons why a given disease process might strike motor,

semantic or other brain regions to varying degrees in

individual cases are, of course, unknown.

A major goal in the field is to find therapy that targets the

mechanism of disease. In turn, this demands early and accur-

ate predication of pathology. Already, riluzole produces mod-

est benefits in ‘motor’ MND and it is possible that these effects

might translate to semantic dementia cases with MND patho-

logy. This dataset alone indicates that blanket prediction of

MNDID in all semantic dementia cases would be reasonably

accurate (72%). Examining the wider clinical spectrum of

FTD we may arrive at a potentially useful, though not

absolute, dichotomy. Semantic dementia cases and FTD–MND

cases (Hodges et al., 2004) could together form a large group-

ing with a high likelihood of ubiquitin-positive, tau-negative

pathology. The remainder, consisting of behavioural variant

FTD cases and non-fluent FTD cases without MND signs

would form a group more likely to have tau-based pathology.
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